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August 1996 

This is my earliest memory. Despite what it says on my driver’s license, I think of that day as my 

birthday even though I’ve never looked up the date. 

I’m walking down the street. I have no idea where I came from or where I’m going. I 

have a full Hello Kitty backpack and skates hanging around my neck. In memory they are big 

and heavy, though they couldn’t really have been. 

Finally someone stops me. Keeps me from walking into the street, really. A man. He asks 

me my name. 

“Phoebe.” 

He kneels down next to me. “Phoebe what?” For some reason I always picture him 

wearing a fedora, but I’m pretty sure that’s wrong. 

“What?” I repeat back to him. 

“What’s your last name?” 

“Phoebe. Just Phoebe.”  

“Everyone has a last name.” His voice is gentle. 

“I don’t.” Before he asked I’d had no opinion about whether I had a last name, but now I 

am convinced that I don’t have one and never had. 

The man looks thoughtful. “Where are you going, Phoebe?” 

That one stumps me. “I don’t know.” 

“Where’s your mother?” 

“I don’t know.” I feel that it is something I should know. The memory fills with distress.  

His expression becomes concerned. “Where do you live?” 

“Ohio.” 
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He nods. “Yes, this is Ohio. Where in Ohio do you live? Here in Dayton?” 

That’s when the roof begins to cave in on me. “Ohio.” I start to cry. The adult me has a 

nagging feeling that some additional, vital piece of information is eluding me. 

The man takes my hand. “Come with me. We’ll find some help.” He stops asking 

questions I can’t answer. “How old are you, Phoebe?” We start walking. 

“Four.”  

“You’re awfully big for a four-year-old.” 

“I’m a big girl.” 

“You are. Those are nice skates. Are you going to be a figure skater?” 

“I’m going to be a hockey player.”  

“Girls don’t play hockey.” 

I take a deep breath and muster every ounce of patience I can manage. “I will.” 

We arrive at a police station, and he takes me to the desk sergeant. Such is my 

introduction to the authorities of Dayton, Ohio.  

I don’t remember the name of that man. I’m not even sure that’s how it really happened. 

 

I’ve been living in my past. Aside from a broken computer, memories are all that I have 

of my childhood. I shouldn’t be looking through them. I’ve long since learned the lessons there, 

and all that’s left is pain. When I’m happy I hardly think about the past at all. 
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Chapter 1 

January 17, 2010 

 

I locked the door and sat down with my back against it. My hands had begun trembling on the 

walk from the bus station to the apartment I’d found online before leaving Dayton.  

It wasn’t really an apartment—just a room with access to a shared bath and kitchen. My 

new home was 120 square feet, inefficiently laid out, a half mile from campus. Under the 

window was a ledge almost large enough to be a desk with no drawers. The paint was peeling, 

the floor was uneven, and there was a single, tiny closet. Rent was $450 a month. It didn’t 

matter. The lock on the door meant that it was mine in a way that no living space ever had been.  

Most of my possessions were in a locker I’d rented at the station. All I had with me was a 

backpack with a change of underwear, two computers, three books, a stuffed cat and a sleeping 

bag. And my hockey bag. The last was heavy, but I had no intention of letting it out of my sight.  

I was there; nothing else mattered. I’d been admitted to the university for the fall, but I 

planned to register for independent studies in the morning. More pressing was figuring out how 

to talk my way onto the hockey team. No one here had ever seen me play, and I needed to find a 

way to change that. 

Still shaking, I unrolled the sleeping bag and then dug out my jersey and shoulder pads to 

make a pillow. My mood had risen, but not to happiness. It was relief: the feeling that a great 

weight had lifted from me sometime during the twenty-six-hour trip from Dayton to 

Minneapolis. 

 

December 2009 
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I’m walking home from practice when John pulls up beside me. He rolls down the window. 

“Want a ride?” 

It’s the first time I’ve seen him in five months, and I smile. I can’t help it. “Sure. Where 

are we going?” 

He unlocks the back door so I can toss my bag in before joining him in the front. 

“Does it matter?” 

“Not really. I have to go home eventually anyway.” 

“How are things going?” I know that if I look over, his eyes will be filled with concern. I 

don’t look. 

“It’s the Christmas season. Shouldn’t you be wearing something other than black?” 

“Phoebe . . .” 

“What do you want me to say, John?” I snap. “It’s going exactly like you’d expect. 

You’re gone, so now I have no friends in school instead of just one. There still isn’t anyone on 

my team that likes me. And I still have to go home.” 

“You don’t have to go back there much longer.” 

“Hell, no. The ball will still be dropping in Times Square when I walk out of there. I have 

no idea where I’ll go, but legally I’ll be eighteen and no longer a ward of the state of Ohio. I’m 

never going to set foot in that house again.” 

I say it with too much vehemence, which only prompts him to ask again. “Will you please 

tell me what happened? Why . . .” 

“No. I can’t.” 

“Can’t—or won’t?” 

“Can’t. I’ve tried to tell you. I just can’t do it.” 
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“Will it be different once you leave?” 

I sigh. “I don’t know.” 

“I guess we’ll find out in June. Or are you staying here for the summer?” 

“Neither.”  

“What does that mean?” 

“Not June. January,” I say. “That’s when I’m getting out of here. As soon as first 

semester is over I have enough credits to graduate. Finals end on the fourteenth. There’s a game 

the next night, and for some reason I’ve decided to stay for it. A bus leaves for Chicago at seven 

the next morning, and I’m going to be on it. It will take me about two days to get all the way to 

Minneapolis.” 

We’re both quiet for a moment.  

“I can’t wait to get out of this town,” I said. 

“You should ask my mother if you can stay with her after the first. I’m sure she’ll say 

yes.” 

“Where would I sleep? You don’t have a spare bedroom, and I don’t fit on a couch.” 

“You can sleep in my room. I’m fine with that. I’d like it, in fact.” 

“When are you going back to New York?” 

“On the second. One of us will have to sleep on the floor for one night.” 

I think about it for a moment. “I can live with that. Thank you.” 

“So have you figured out where we’re going?” 

“I’d be fine just driving around the block for four weeks.” 
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I skated seven to ten hours a day that first week in Minneapolis, finding rinks with public skating 

that I could get to by bus. Most of them didn’t allow sticks, and at one gorgeous rink in an old 

railway depot downtown they didn’t want anyone doing anything but skating around in lazy 

circles.  

My favorite was a sheet laid down outdoors in a park about three blocks from my room. 

It was smaller than a hockey rink, the ice was rough and uneven, and when I showed up early in 

the mornings, I learned quickly just how much colder it gets in Minnesota than it does in 

southern Ohio. In the chill emptiness, it was just me and the sound of skates on ice. At night it 

was almost like I was back at the rink in Vicksburg. 

For ten days I did nothing but skate and decompress. I felt as if an unrelenting pressure 

had disappeared. Skating on that tiny rink, I finally understood what relaxation is. 

I needed all the serenity I could get, because I still faced the task of trying to make a 

hockey team that had never heard of me. My first weekend on campus the Gopher women’s 

hockey team was in Illinois, and I had no way to follow them. The next week they were back at 

Ridder Arena, playing Friday evening and Saturday afternoon. The booster club was holding a 

reception for the team after the second game, and I was going to be there, talking their coach into 

giving me a chance. 

By that Wednesday I was already terrified. 

 

January 30, 2010 

I started watching that first game the way I always do: transfixed by the action. As it progressed, 

I spent more time studying the home bench. There was none of the tension that had always 
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pervaded my previous team. Players laughed, coaches quietly instructed, and no one threatened 

to brain her teammates with her stick. It was almost unsettling. 

When the game was over, I rushed up to the club room to be a part of the reception. I was 

too nervous to eat, but I grabbed a sandwich anyway because I couldn’t afford to pass up free 

food.  

When the program started, each of the seniors got up, and a guy asked them some 

questions. Then it got thrown open to the floor. Most of the questions asked came from other 

players and were designed to elicit good-natured embarrassment. I just sat there, fascinated by 

the camaraderie. 

I approached Greg Long, the head coach, as things were breaking up. “I’m Phoebe Rose. 

I don’t know if you remember me.” 

“You would be hard to forget. What can I do for you?” 

“I was hoping you might give me a tryout.” I was looking at the floor. 

“Our roster is pretty full for next year.” 

“Even if all I can do is practice . . .” 

“I don’t think we have room for someone else.” 

I wished I lived in a world where I had a devastating reply. In this one, all I could muster 

was, “Okay. If something changes, please let me know.” 

I shuffled out of the room. 

 

October 2002 

Mr. Wilson picks me up after hockey practice. I push my equipment bag onto the backseat and 

then join him in the front. 
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“You look excited,” he says. 

“First practice of the season,” I reply as I buckle myself in. But he’s right. I am extra 

excited this year. 

He knows why. “So was it as much fun as you were hoping it would be?” 

“Well, we didn’t do any real checking. We have to spend a few weeks learning how.” I’d 

been pretty disappointed when they told us that.  

“Good. My football coaches spent a lot of time teaching us how to tackle without getting 

hurt.” 

“That’s what they said.” 

“Or hurting the other team too badly,” he adds as he pulls the car out. 

“I suppose.”  

Mr. Wilson chuckles very briefly. “I said too badly. It’s okay to hurt them a little bit.” 

“I hope so. They all think I’m a girl.” 

“You are a girl.” 

“Yeah, but they think I play like one. They don’t think I’m tough.” 

He laughs hard enough that he starts coughing. 

“Are you okay?” I asked. 

“Not really.”  

He never tries to hide from me how sick he is. I bite my lip but go on the way I know he 

wants me to. “I don’t understand why. I’m almost the biggest one there.” 

“When they look at you, they don’t really see you. They see a girl, and they have all sorts 

of preconceived notions about how girls play hockey. Because they don’t see you as an 

individual, they don’t see the ways that you are different.” 
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“That’s silly.” 

“Maybe, but that’s what people do.” 

“I don’t,” I insist. 

“Yes, you do,” he says with a smile. “You do it less than most other people, but you still 

do it. We all do. Pay attention when you deal with people, and you’ll see it happen.” 

I know he’s wrong, but I need to do what he said. If I don’t observe, I won’t convince 

him. “You don’t think I play like a girl.” 

“No, you play like Phoebe Rose. I know better than to think that you are like anyone 

else.” 

“I’m different.” 

“Yes, you are.” 

“I’m going to be the first girl to play in the NHL.” 

“Wasn’t there a woman who played a few years ago?” 

“That was just an exhibition game. I’m going to do it for real. Besides, she was a goalie. 

They’re different.” 

“All right, then. I’ll look forward to watching you there.” 

“I still want to hurt someone. Not too bad, but so that they know that I can.”  

 

March 2010 

At the start of the semester I had registered for several independent study classes, hoping to clear 

out some of my distribution requirements. And I went to every home game, sitting as close to the 

team bench as I could. I elbowed a couple of eleven-year-olds out of their usual seats right at the 

tunnel. I needed the visibility more than they did.  
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It was clear to me that I could have made some of the visiting teams, but my dreams 

hadn’t taken me to Illinois. The Gophers were not only one of the best teams in the country; they 

also played a high-tempo, speed-based game. I relied on size and positioning, so trying to keep 

up was going to cause me trouble. But no one was as big as some of the boys I’d played against 

in high school, and anytime I could leverage my strength I’d win the physical battles. 

I felt a kinship with them. I’d been a huge fan of the Golden Gophers since I was nine, 

but this was different. It was an illusion, but I’d started to think of the team as “we,” and I knew 

the players had begun to recognize me. 

That solidarity made the end of the season more painful. We went into the NCAA 

tournament as the number-one team in the country and lost in the semifinals. The games were in 

New Hampshire, so I didn’t get to watch, but it hurt.  

 

With the season over I finally started tallying up who would be on the roster the next year 

and realized that, with an incoming freshman named Kennedy Kane, they had six defensemen. I 

could only hope they’d want an extra. 

Most days I skated at Mariucci Arena, where the men’s team played, mostly because I 

had to walk past Ridder to get there. Ridder had a concrete porch, and I’d look through the 

railing, staring through the glass doors. One day a voice right next to me surprised me. Startled, I 

banged my chin on the railing. 

“You’re here a lot.” Abby Forrest, a freshman forward, stood there. 

“I guess.”  

“You want to be on the team pretty badly.” 

Some things are so self-evident that there’s no point in replying. 
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“If you were that good, someone would have recruited you.” She had a burning look in 

her eyes that I’d seen during games. I later learned that it’s a permanent feature. 

I looked back at the arena. “No one knew I existed.” 

“That seems hard to believe.” 

“It’s true.” 

“I just hate to see you wasting your time like this.” 

I pushed away from the railing and started to walk away. “It’s only a waste of time if 

none of you ever find out whether I am that good.”  

 

December 2008 

We’re skating back to the bench after a whistle, and Stewie comments, “When I tap my stick on 

the ice, I’m open. Pass me the puck.” 

“I know what it’s supposed to mean,” I snarl. “The problem is that most of the times you 

do it, you aren’t open, or there’s someone in the passing lane.” 

“I’m open. Chad passes all the time.” 

“And I end up defending a two-on-one going the other way,” I respond crossly as I swing 

my legs over the boards. 

“Pass it to me, and I’ll score.” 

Something snaps inside me. “This is what I do. I spend every waking hour thinking about 

playing hockey.” I’m yelling. “You say that it’s pathetic and shows that I have no life—”  

“That’s right.” 

“—but I’m good at this. That’s why I watch all that tape that you laugh at me for.” I’m 

up in his grill. Erik the Boy Scout tries to get between us, and I push him away. Coach Dawes 
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doesn’t intervene at all. “If you really need to make fun of me, do it somewhere else, but not 

here. Once we’re on the ice, I know what I’m talking about. I work too hard at this to listen to 

some dipshit more concerned about impressing his girlfriend than understanding what’s 

happening. You tell me you’re open when there’s a backchecker right behind you—” 

That’s when a couple of guys grab each of us. Coach glues me to the bench for the rest of 

the game, which I suppose I deserve. I decide to apologize to Erik later, seeing as how he’s the 

most decent person on the team. 

But I’m right.  

I tell myself that a lot.  

 

May 2010 

I don’t believe in moments that change your life. It’s not a moment; it’s all the hours you put in 

to get there that change you. I remember the moments, though. I got the email telling me that I 

was getting my tryout, and everything suddenly felt different. 

I sat in the library reading it over and over, arms wrapped around my drawn-up legs. 

That’s when I realized that I hadn’t believed it would really happen. I’d walled that fear off and 

didn’t let it out until it couldn’t hurt me. 

When I recovered, I packed up my things and walked across the Washington Avenue 

Bridge. The release had turned into giddiness. I arrived at Ridder and found Abby already 

standing out front.  

“I knew you’d come here,” she said. 

“I got it. I got my tryout.” I pounded my fist on the railing. 

“Congratulations.” She seemed subdued. 
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“I guess I wasn’t wasting my time after all.” 

“Sarah Taylor’s concussion isn’t getting better.” 

“What?” 

“The doctors have told her that she’s done playing. That’s why you’re getting a tryout. 

We’re a defenseman short.” 

That should have sobered me up, but it didn’t. “I’m sorry,” I managed. “That’s too bad.” 

She looked at me with that burning gaze. “I hope you’re worth it.” As if it was my fault 

that an All-American defenseman was going to lose her senior year to blinding headaches. 

My excitement refused to collapse. “You’ll see.” 

 

May 18, 2010 

It was a strange tryout. There were ten of us there, but no coaches. The people I was really trying 

to impress weren’t allowed to supervise practices outside of the season, and technically this was 

a practice.  

We went through drills and then, once I’d demonstrated basic competence, moved on to 

breakout plays, and I defended against some odd-man rushes. We didn’t actually scrimmage, but 

we came close. 

My performance pleased me. If it wasn’t enough, no one could say that I choked. This 

team ran their breakout unlike anything we even tried in Vicksburg. It demanded patience, 

baiting teams into overcommitting, and then explosive action when you found an opening.  

I’d predicted the one problem: I was slow. The Gophers relied on defensemen carrying 

the puck up the ice a lot and activated them in the offensive zone. I was used to passing the puck 

up the boards and staying glued to the blue line on offense. As long as I was back there, I could 
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use smart positioning and gap control to compensate on defense, but if I tried the kinds of things 

this team did, that would be tough. 

There was plenty of good to go along with it. My passing was crisp and accurate, aided 

by the upper-body strength provided by my ridiculous physique. My biggest advantage was how 

quickly I made decisions. If your opponents are really good, you have to know what you’re 

going to do with the puck before it gets to you. You can’t stop to think about it; making a 

decision right now is as important as making the correct decision.  

People call this “having hockey instincts,” but it’s not. It’s reflexes, and you have to learn 

them. You need natural ability, but repeating plays over and over is the key. I have those 

abilities, including great peripheral vision, but living and breathing hockey meant that I had done 

my thinking over years, not the fractions of a second you get in a game. 

I could sense the others joking and laughing with each other, but I was too focused to be 

jealous. There was one player who matched my intensity, a sophomore forward named Tammy 

Jones. Everyone else mixed encouragement with competition, but she seemed out to beat me. 

On one breakout play, as I retrieved the puck along the end boards, she wickedly cross-

checked me in the back. I passed to my defense partner on the half boards, and as I turned to go 

up the ice, I slashed at her skates with the heel of my stick, like I would in a real game. When the 

play came to an end, we skated to each other. 

Until I looked into her eyes, I’d thought this was just a test to see if I’d defend myself.  

“You’re a nobody.”  

I put my stick to her chest and shoved. “Get used to me.” 
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The pushing escalated until a couple of the others got between us. I let it go, and with a 

desultory punch Tammy backed down as well. No one approached me, but Abby stood back and 

looked at me with an unreadable expression. I just smiled.  

 

January 2009 

I’m standing, shivering, out near the team bus, and it’s not even my team. The Vicksburg 

Panthers are playing in Cincinnati tonight, but I picked up a fighting major last week so I’m 

suspended for two games. The fortuitous timing led to a spur-of-the-moment decision to run 

away to Columbus. 

I feel sick. I didn’t even really enjoy watching the game, even though the Gophers won 9–

2. That’s how hard it was to get myself to do this. 

Finally he emerges from the OSU Ice Arena, after half the team is on the bus. “Coach 

Long.” I force myself to keep my head up. 

He stops and looks at me. “Yes?” 

“Hi. I, uhm, I filled out your recruiting questionnaire several months ago. I want to play 

for you.” 

“What’s your name?” 

“Phoebe. Phoebe Rose.” 

“I’m sorry. I get a lot of those. I don’t remember yours. What team do you play for?” 

“Vicksburg High. It’s a boys’ team.” 

“How about during the summer? What team do you play for?” 

“Uhm, none. There aren’t any leagues near me.” 

He frowns. “What camps do you go to?” 
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“The Lipsett Hockey Clinic.” 

“I’m not familiar with it.” 

“It’s in Dayton.” Look up, dammit, I thought. “It’s all I can afford.” 

“Have you considered other programs?” 

“I want to be a Gopher.” 

“Why?” 

“One of my—I mean, someone very important to me went there. He taught me to be a 

Gopher fan.” 

“Well, we get a lot of people who want to play for us. We don’t have time to look at 

everyone.” 

“Please. I just want a chance to show how good I am.” I’m suddenly acutely 

embarrassed that my hockey bag is right behind me. Why in the world had I imagined getting a 

workout on the spot? 

He pulls a pad out of his pocket. “What was your name?” 

“Phoebe Rose.” 

He writes it down. “And what are your parents’ names?” 

I look down. Again. “I don’t have any.” 

“No parents?” 

“I’m an orphan. I have foster parents, but they don’t count.” 

“I’ll still need to talk to them.” 

“No.” It comes out almost as a moan. “Please.” 

I can feel him trying to withdraw from the conversation. “I need to go. I’ll look you up.” 
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“Okay.” I turn away and grab my bag. I need to find someplace to sleep. Someplace 

cheap. I am not going to let my disappointment keep me from watching tomorrow’s game. I just 

won’t.  

 

May 22, 2010 

“So why do you want to play for Minnesota?” 

I was in Coach Long’s office, which I took as a positive sign. “The challenge, sir.” It 

came out easily; I’d rehearsed my lines this time. “I think I’m good enough to play for the best, 

even if it means fighting for playing time.” I was hoping he didn’t remember how I’d answered 

this question the last time he asked me. 

“It’s also a good fit academically, sir. Minnesota has a good computer science program, 

which is what I’m going to major in. And I really like the idea of beating Ohio State four times a 

year.” 

“Why is that?” 

Because my last foster father was a Buckeye fan, but I didn’t say that. “I had a . . . 

strange childhood, sir. By the end I wanted nothing more than to get out of Ohio. Beating OSU 

would be a little bit of payback for the last eighteen years.” 

His chair squeaked as he leaned back. “You mention your childhood. What was so 

strange about it?” 

I hate these kinds of questions. He knew enough that he didn’t need to ask, so how I 

responded was more important to him than what the answer actually was. “I’m an orphan, sir. I 

have no idea who my parents were. I was found wandering the streets of Dayton in 1996. We 

only assume that I’m eighteen now because I claimed to be four then. There’s no way to tell.” 
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Despite my rehearsal, I was rambling, saying things I didn’t want to share. “I never got 

adopted. I lived with five different foster families in the last fourteen years. I don’t know how 

familiar you are with what being a foster child is like, but it’s . . . unsettling.” Inside, I’d gone 

from terrified to whatever lies beyond that, but I didn’t think it was showing. “I never put roots 

down anywhere. I never really had a home and never really had parents.” 

“Parents play an important role in this program,” he interrupted. “I often use meeting 

them to help judge a player. I like to see a stable family.” 

I froze, with no idea what the right answer was. So I looked at the floor and let a bit of 

the truth escape. “Some of them were obstacles to be overcome, not sources of assistance. The 

last family didn’t want me playing hockey at all.” 

“So you defied your parents?” 

That pushed one of my buttons. “They weren’t my parents.” My head was up, and I 

glared at him. “I never had parents.” Except once. “They were just adults who were allowed to 

tell me what I could and couldn’t do.” 

“But you defied them?” 

I squirmed and felt myself deflate. “Not quite. My caseworker at CPS made it so that they 

had to let me play.” 

“Clever.” 

“I’ve made it this far without parents, sir. I think I can keep going.” 

He chuckled, and I breathed. “So tell me about that night in Columbus last year.” 

I was back on firmer ground. “I hadn’t heard back from you on my recruiting 

questionnaire. You didn’t answer my emails. I played in a league that you’d never scout. Even if 
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I could have afforded to go to a hockey camp where you’d be, I wouldn’t have been allowed to 

go. So throwing myself in front of your bus seemed like the only way I could attract notice.” 

“It was certainly a different approach. I’ve felt like I’ve had a stalker the last few 

months.” 

“I’m not a stalker, sir. Now that I’ve had my tryout, I can take no for an answer.” 

He looked at me, drumming his fingers on the desk. “Who is Brian Taylor?” 

“He’s the coach at Centerville High.” 

“I thought you played for Vicksburg.” 

“I did, sir. But my own coach hated me. He didn’t want a girl on his team, and my 

caseworker had to threaten a lawsuit to make him take me. Coach Taylor liked the way I played, 

and Centerville is a much better team. So I asked him if he would be willing to be a contact 

person for me. He said yes.” 

“Did he ever.” He held up a folder full of papers. “These are all the emails he’s sent me 

over the last year and a half. There have been phone calls, too.” 

Without thinking, I lifted my feet into my chair and buried my face in my knees.  

He continued. “I’ve had coaches put this much effort into promoting one of their own 

players before. I’ve never seen an opposing coach do anything like this.” 

I didn’t lift my head.  

“Let’s see. From February 20, last year: ‘I am not familiar with the talent level of 

women’s collegiate hockey, but it is hard for me to imagine that Phoebe would not be an asset to 

any program.’ There was a shuffle of paper. “From June 4: ‘Phoebe has a work ethic unlike any I 

have seen in my twenty years of coaching. I would be proud to have her on my team.’ I really 
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like this one, from last fall: ‘I coach my own players to watch how she plays and to learn from 

her.’ That’s some pretty heady praise, don’t you think?” 

“I think Coach Taylor exaggerates,” I mumbled.  

“On the other hand, in the last two months I’ve tried communicating with your own 

coach. It’s quite a contrast, you know. I don’t think I’ve ever known a high school coach who 

said so many bad things about one of his own players.  

“So who do I believe? The opposing coach who thinks you’re fantastic, or the coach who 

got to see you every day and thinks you’re terrible?” 

I sat still, arms around my shins. 

“Look up at me, Phoebe.” 

Reluctantly, I complied. 

“Which one do I believe?” 

“I don’t know, sir.” 

“How do you produce such divergent reactions to yourself from different people?” 

“I think it comes naturally, sir.” 

He gave me a funny look but just said, “I suppose it does.” His tone was gentle. 

I stared at him, unsure of what to say. 

“Thank you for coming in, Phoebe. I need to think about this. I should be able to let you 

know within a couple of days.” 

“Thank you, sir.” 

“If I say yes, I won’t have any scholarship money to give you. Will that be a problem?” 

“No, sir. I made all my plans assuming that.” 

He stood up and said, “It was good to talk to you.” I shook his hand and left. 
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The very first thing I did when I got back to my apartment was to handwrite a long thank-

you letter to Coach Taylor. I walked to the post office to send it to Centerville High that night. 

I got the phone call the morning after the interview. Given that only five people had my 

number, I had a good idea who was on the other end when it rang. I let it ring three times before 

tentatively answering. 

“Phoebe, it’s Coach Long. Congratulations.” 

My thoughts were nothing but white noise. 

“Are you still there?” 

“Yes, sir,” I whispered. “Thank you.” 

“You’re welcome. And someday you’re going to have to tell me the real story about why 

you want to play here so badly.” 

“I’ll try.”  

“There’s no rush,” he said soothingly. “Why don’t you come down to the arena and meet 

your new teammates? I’m sure you can find the locker room.” 

I knew I wouldn’t need to. Abby would be waiting at the door. 

“Thank you, sir.” My voice was getting stronger. 

“Now just prove us right.” 

I spent half an hour trying to calm down; I didn’t want to show up at Ridder shaking. It 

was difficult. Only concentrating on Mr. Wilson and how happy he would have been calmed me 

down at all. I finally gave up, left my room, and entered my second life. 

 

February 2000 
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Mr. Wilson takes me to a Gopher game. I’ve never seen them play before, and he’s never seen a 

real hockey game. We drive to Columbus to see them play Ohio State.  

“We must be lucky for them,” I say on the way back to the car. I’m wearing my 

Minnesota hockey sweatshirt—the one he gave me for my birthday. 

Mr. Wilson laughs. “You must be the lucky one, Phoebe. I watched the Gophers lose a lot 

of football and basketball games when I was a student there.” I hold his hand as we walk. “Did 

you know that there weren’t any women’s sports back then? 

“Why not?” 

“People didn’t realize that girls wanted to play sports.” 

“Why wouldn’t girls want to play sports?” 

He picks me up and hugs me. “I don’t know, but until we fostered you, I didn’t really 

understand it either.”  

I still don’t get it, but I don’t say anything. He seems very happy about it, so I am too.  

“Thank you for bringing me, Phoebe,” he says as we walk. “I enjoyed the game.” 

“They play hockey in Minnesota all the time. You must have seen it.” 

“They play it in other parts of the state. Not in Mankato.” 

“Mankato State has a team. Men’s and women’s both.”  

He laughs and sets me down. “A lot must have changed.” 

“Can we come again next year?” Hopefully he’ll remember what icing is and I won’t 

have to explain it again.  

“Sure.” 

Someday he’s going to have to drive to Columbus by himself so he can see me play for 

the Gophers.  


